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Abstract

In the last decade, several epidemiological studies have found a high prevalence of occupational burnout in both west-
ern and developing countries. Burnout is a global concern and has the potential to negatively affect the individual’s 
psychological and physical health, as well as an organization’s and a country’s effectiveness and economy.

The goal of this project was to create a stress management and prevention system that opens up for reflection and 
discussion on an individual, corporate and societal level. To achieve this the student investigated how stress could be 
quantified, visualized and communicated in a constructive way.

The final concept assists the individual to recognize their stress and relaxation patterns and make constructive behav-
ioral changes. In the workplace the system indicates stress levels and aims to enable real life communication regard-
ing stress. Exposing stress data to the public empowers society to value and demand stress management. 



Collaboration

Berge Consulting AB have functioned as economic sponsors for my model and exhibition needs. 
They have also acted as support and advices along the way. 

Anders Tengström 
Psychologist, associate professor of psychology at the Karolinska Institute.
Has been my expert on stress and the psychological part. 

Area of focus & Specific problem definition
How to prevent occupational burnout.

Target group
Women and men between 20 - 50 years old at risk of burnout.
Larger cooperations and institution.

Why Occupational burnout ?

Occupational burnout does not get the attention it deserves in our society thereby i want to shed 
light on this epidemic decease which is increasing exponentially as you read this. Mental disor-
ders are often stigmatized and misunderstood and i am interested in what technology and artifi-
cial intelligence can do for us in this field. One “problem” with mental disorders is that they have 
been hard for us to quantify, and what cannot be quantified, does not exist in our society. In 10 
years from now i believe we will be able to quantify many different kind of emotions and thereby 
also  recognize patterns from mental disorders and hopefully find technological application which 
will assist us in getting better. 



BACKGROUND

Occupational burnout or job burnout is characterized by exhaustion, lack of enthusiasm and motivation, feelings of 
ineffectiveness and may also have the dimension of frustration or cynicism, and as a result reduced efficacy within the 
workplace. 8 of 10 suffering from burnout syndrome are women. Occupational burnout is typical and particularly 
found within human service professions. Professions with high levels of burnout include social workers, nurses, 
teachers, lawyers, engineers, physicians, customer service representatives, and police officers. One reason why 
burnout is so prevalent within the human services field is because of the high stress work environment and emotional 
demands of the job. 

Like most mental illnesses, it has been debated whether this is a “real” condition or not. In 2010, a Swedish study 
lead by Agneta Sandström proved that this intense kind of psychological stress causes permanent brain damage, 
meaning a damage that you cannot recover from. In 2014 Neuro scientists at the University of California, Berkeley, 
also found that h. It seems like the stress hormone cortisol plays a big part in this. 

Burnout syndrome is associated with daily chronic stress rather than with occasional events, and has been described 
as an inability to cope with emotional stress. Individual and organizational factors are involved in burnout, and there 
is an exchange between these two parts. An individual’s characteristics, such as personality, values, goals, age, gen-
der, level of education, and family situation may interact with environmental and work risk factors.

Personal costs

Loss of income, lack of energy, difficulty even dealing with the simplest task like getting up of bed in the morning, 
obvious difficulties being a parent, an overall loss of life quality. The per1sonal costs of a burnout are hard to measure, 
but the fact that it may take decades before a burnt out person can work again says a lot. Many have to give up a career 
which they once loved and thrived within. Many can never go back to how they used to live and their brain and person-
ality may be changed for all future. 

Corporate / governmental / tax  costs

Burnout has direct and indirect corporate costs. Direct costs include vacancy costs, loss of productivity, recruitment 
and administration costs and the training and start-up costs of new trainees. Indirect costs include instability of the 
workforce, reduced productivity, increased stress and burnout risk among the remaining employees, and decreased 
commitment to work. Although the true financial cost of staff burnout is unknown, the association between burnout 
and work loss has been calculated in some studies.  According to the Swedish Work Environmental Authority, a 
burnt-out staff costs an average employer about 400 000 SEK in lost productivity.

Poor occupational health and reduced working capacity of workers may cause economic loss of up to 10–20% of 
the gross national product (GNP) of a country. Globally, occupational deaths, diseases, and illnesses may account 
for an estimated loss of 4% of the GNP (WHO 1995 ) . Nearly half of the 10 sick days in Germany in 2010 was due 
to mental illness. Between 2004 and 2010, the number of sick days in connection with mental illness increased 
ninefold.  Labour Minister Ursula von der Leyen estimate burnout cost Germany € 8.0-10.0 billion ($ 10.5 to 
13,100,000,000) in lost production each year.“Nothing is more expensive than sending a good worker into retire-
ment in their mid-40s because they are burned out. These cases are no longer just an exception. It is a trend we must 
do something about” she said.
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The Canadian Policy Research Network estimates that stress-related absences cost Canadian  employers about  $3.5 
billion each year . In Australia, it has been estimated that 1.5 million workers suffer depression as a result of exces-
sive job stress, costing business more than $8,000 per person every year . In the Netherlands, the cost of long-term 
absence and disability due to work-related stress and burnout has been estimated to be 4 billion Euros a year, about 
1.5% of the GNP. Another high price companies and society pay for burnout is the loss of talented people whom may 
never be able to come back to their positions.

Statistics in Sweden.

In a year nearly 20 percent of the workforce in Sweden suffers from mental illness.
Stress-related sick leave has increased by 73 percent in two years.
Psychiatric diagnoses accounting for approximately 46 percent of all sick leave and is now the leading cause of absen-
teeism. The costs to society of mental ill-health is estimated at approximately SEK 70 billion annually.
The direct costs to companies is estimated at 15 billion. A single employee who suffer costs the employer 400 000 - 
often much more. Source: Social Insurance Agency statistics, the OECD report on Sweden in 2013 and SCB
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Stress and the body

When stressed, the adrenal glands releases stress hormones such as, Cortisol, Nor epinephrine and 
Adrenaline. Adrenalin makes your heart beat faster which raises your blood pressure and in the long term cause 
hyper tension. Cortisol may also trigger the Cholesterol and Artery Plaque Buildup raising the risk of stroke and heart 
attack.  Long term stress weakens the immune system which makes one more also makes you more susceptible for 
infections and  lowers and slows down healing ability. Stress will many times accelerate or lead to IBS (Irritable Bowel 
Syndrome), make your stomach sensitive to acid which raises the risk of heart burn.  Digestive problems are common 
as stress changes the gut bacteria.Cortisol may also increase appetite which leads to eating more and often fast energy 
food, such as refined sugar and fast carb, in the long term leading to increased waistline 

Stress and the Brain / Amygdala and Hippocampus

Short term stress can make us preform better, but when the stress becomes long term and chronic it can cause serious 
damage to our brain and body. Chronic stress affects brain size, its structure and how it functions. When a stress pro-
cess starts, cortisol is released in your body, priming you for fast action. However, high levels of cortifsol for extended 
periods of time makes the part of the brain called Amygdala (The fear center) grow bigger and the Hippocampus( 
Center for learning, memory, mood, stress & emotional control) shrink.

During stress, The Amygdala has an increase in connections and a higher activity this is what makes it grow bigger. 
With continuously high levels of coritsol, electric signals in the Hippocampus begin to deteriorate. As the Hippocam-
pus takes care of Stress control, when it weakens so does our ability to handle stress. Thats not all, cortisol can literal-
ly cause your brain to shrink in size. Especially The prefrontal cortex has a deteriorated activity and thereby shrinks, 
this part of your brain takes care of, decision making, social interactions, judgment and concentration. Growing new 
brain cells happens every day in adult about 700 new brains cells every day, these are born in the Hippocampus and 
this phenomena is called Neuro genesis. Some activities  stimulate this growth which are learning, sex, exercise, and 
certain foods. Things that block the  growth of new brain cells are stress, sleep deprivation and ageing.  When fewer 
new braincells are being made it makes it harder for someone to learn and remember things, and even worse increases 
the risk of more serious conditions as depression and Alzheimer. 

What to do / Amygdala and Hippocampus

There are many ways to reverse what cortisol does to your brain, the most powerful ones being exercise and medi-
tation. Both of these activities decrease your stress and increase the size of your Hippocampus and thereby improve 
ones memory.   From a Harvard study made by Sara Lazar MRI scans show that after an eight-week course of 
mindfulness practice, the brain’s “fight or flight” center, the amygdala, appears to shrink. This primal region 
of the brain, associated with fear and emotion, is involved in the initiation of the body’s response to stress.
As the amygdala shrinks, the pre-frontal cortex – associated with higher order brain functions such as aware-
ness, concentration and decision-making – becomes thicker.

“Mindfulness is an increasingly popular form of meditation where the aim is to focus thoughts on the body’s 
physical sensations and detach yourself from the ‘chatter of the mind’.

Stress and the Brain / Telomere shortening 

Telomere is the tip of our chromosomes which naturally shortens when us and our cells age. Thereby telomere indi-
cate our biological age. Chronic stress has several times been associated with Telomere shortening.  This is basically 
making our cells  and us age much faster than they should which is speeding up the onset of age-related diseases and 
literally shortening our lives. In the 1980s Elisabeth Blackburn discovered an enzyme called telomerase that 
can protect and rebuild telomeres. Even so, our telomeres dwindle over time. And when they get too short, 
our cells start to malfunction and lose their ability to divide – a phenomenon that is now recognized as a key 
process in aging. This work ultimately won Blackburn the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.

What to do / Telomere shortening

In 2000  Elissa Epel, a post-doc from UCSF’s psychiatry department started a collaborative study with Black-
burn. Psychiatrists and biochemists don’t usually have much to talk about, but Epel was interested in the 
damage done to the body by chronic stress. Many of these focus on ways to protect telomeres from the effects 
of stress; trials suggest that exercise, eating healthily and social support all help. But one of the most effective 
interventions, apparently capable of slowing the erosion of telomeres – and perhaps even lengthening them 
again – is meditation.
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93 Questionaires

100 VOICES

5 Interviews 2 Expert Interviews
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

I Started my project with sending out a Questionnaire, I got a total of 94 questionnaires completed of which 68 were Swed-
ish respondents and 26 were international respondents, some from southern Europe, South America,  Australia, New Zealand 
and a majority were from the USA.

The following questions were asked:

1. What is stress to you ?
2. How do you react/feel when you are stressed ?
3. What do you think is the cause of your stress?
4. To reduce stress , do you need to eliminate the cause of your stress , or would a change of habits and mental mindset be 
enough ?
5. What would these habits and mental mindset be like ?
6. Can you influence your stress levels with your thoughts or is it beyond the power of your thoughts? 
7. Do you think people in general notice when they are stressed?
8. Do you think that anyone can suffer from  burnout?
9. Why do you think that more and more people suffering from occupational burnout ?
10. What do you believe is the best way to prevent occupational burnout ?
11. Answer the questions which applies to your life. Why do you think you have suffered from occupational burnout?/How 
come that  you have not suffered from occupational burnout ?
12. Lets say you could get feedback on your stress levels, would this be good or bad ?
13. If you would like to have feedback on your stress, when would be a good time and how would you like to get this feedback ?
14. What do you do to relax 

1. What is stress to you ?

When asked to describe what stress is to them, the general answer included one or many of the following, Too many things to do 
in a short time. Misguided expectations, fear of not living up to others or ones own expectations, not being in control, unclear 
communication or expectations. Procrastination was a very common connection to stress for many. Either the procrastination 
behavior lead them to stress or the stress itself lead them to procrastinating tasks in their life. 

2. How do you react/feel when you are stressed ?

During stress most people seemed to have a very similar experience. Mentally feeling angry, irritated, easily explosive, full of 
anxiety, worried, depressed, hard to think, feeling of having 1000 thought spinning at the same time in their head. Forgetting 
things, feeling confused, unstructured, bad focus, loss of short term memory, and most commonly a feelings of inadequacy, of 
not being enough. Physical symptoms were all very similar as well, high pulse, tension in muscles, pressure over chest, raising 
heartbeat  general stomach ache and problems with digestive system. The most repeated answer on what stress did to them was 
insomnia. Having difficulties falling asleep or staying asleep. Got several stories or waking up sweating in the middle of the 
night, stressed out for the coming day or week and being unable to go back to sleep.

3. What do you think is the cause of your stress?

The cause of their stress was a mix of, bad planning, unwillingness to accept it is beyond one’s control, high internal and exter-
nal demands leading to performance anxiety. High workload , procrastination , want too much, take on too much, external and 
internal expectations.
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4 To reduce stress , do you need to eliminate the cause of your stress , or would a 
change of habits and mental mindset be enough ?

Most agreed that a change of habits and mental mindset is what they needed, some said that they needed to partly eliminate the 
root. I believe this showed that most respondents somehow understood that their stress was many times created by their men-
tal state regarding a task or situation, and not the situation or task in itself.  (5.) Then i asked what these change of habits and 
mental mindset could look like, the answers were either work related or spare-time related. Work related, Many empathized first 
of all planing, making priories, following the plan, finish it, re plan if needed, making goals and objectives. Loosen the need of 
complete control and delegate tasks. Taking breaks , saying no and accept that everything does not need to be 100% perfect. 
A great quote was :“done is better than perfect”.  Other thoughts was improving Eating habits and exercise routines, knowing 
oneself and the signals of ones body. Always try to distinguish between external and internal stress triggers. Creating a distance 
and getting perspective, making time for reflection. Another common answer was to , reduce the level of ambition , or do not 
take it so seriously. “Try to ask yourself, will anyone die?”

6. Can you influence your stress levels with your thoughts or is it beyond the power 
of your thoughts?” 

39 said Yes, it is in a conscious level and i can affect it with my thoughts, 29 said sometimes they could and other times not, 
many emphasizing that this depends on what kind of stress it was and that a very strong stress could be harder. Only 11 said No, 
that they could not affect their stress levels with their thoughts, that their stress was not on a conscious level.

7 Do you think people in general notice when they are stressed?

One third said “of course yes”, they believed that people noticed when they are stressed, one third responded firmly 
No, they really did not believe people did notice when they are stressed. The remaining third said “yes and no” and 
said that it varied from person to person and from situation to situation. Most said that probably people do not notice 
it in the beginning but when the stress has been long term active  friend/family/college probably will notice if you 
don’t. Compared to question number 6 when asked if they personally noticed when they were stressed only 6 people 
said No, but if others noticed when they are stressed that number went up to a third saying no (21). My conclusion is 
that we want to believe that we ourself have control of our own life and situation and it is harder to admit about ourself 
that we might not and much easier to say about “someone else” that they prob don’t notice their stress. On this ques-
tions we had a different between the Swedish group and the international, in the international group 15 said Yes, i be-
lieve people notice when they are stressed, 5 said No, and 5 said yes& no, depends on situation. So the international 
group had a perception that people do notice when they are stressed to a much higher degree than what the Swedish 
group thought. (30% said yes in the Swedish group and 60% in the international group)

We also have the cultural perspective on what stress is and what is “normal”, here is a good quote. 
“In the USA, a level of stress is perceived as normal or you aren’t working hard enough. It’s difficult to realize when 
you are setting in the threshold of too much until it’s too much stress. Once it’s too much then it’s easy to notice.”

8 Do you think that anyone can suffer from  burnout?

85 respondents said YES, i believe anyone could suffer from burnout, only 2 said No, and 3 were not sure. Here almost every-
one seemed to agree, one simply answered “Do you think that earth is round?” on this question.

9 Why do you think that more and more people suffering from occupational burn-
out?

I got the longest answers and everyone had a lot to say but the answers also had a lot in common.
Media, economic cut downs on companies, that we are constantly connected and available, social medias enables us to compare 
our lives to other more, fear of missing out (This has its own slang name called FOMO),  “no one dares to rest and just be”, more 
people life in cities, we don’t say no, we don’t ask for help and we are bad at delegating tasks to others. Less time with family and 
friends and less physical activity and less time in nature.

One factor was the most common one, our society and our contemporary culture, some things mentioned was individualism and 
loneliness, higher workload on less people, we are supposed to preform well on many different levels of our lives and we com-
pare ourself to others too much.  One respondent called this phenomena “The modern superhuman” :
“Society’s demands for super humans who both make a career, have quality time with their children, exercise regularly, eat 
healthy, maintain a wide social network, constantly accessible on the cell phone, the newest car, go on Thailand on vacation and 
build the smartest house, go to garage sales and do DIY with the fattest wallet. “

“More pressure from the community, it is expected that it will live up to many things We squeezed more and more in different 
ways. And it can be anything in this life. That we should have stable / healthy relationships, we should be very healthy, we should 
have a good education / jobs, etc. The discussion about this is taboo, you must be strong and cope with many situations and thus 
considered it to appear ‘weak’ to be sensitive to stress.” “Information, communication society wants you to be updated. A new 
lifestyle that involves you to be where the action is. A lifestyle where it’s very high tempo, high expectations, elitist.” “I think our 
society is based on delivery , performance and output - this is how you “measure the worth” of your work or a person. And many 
of us have problems keeping up to this standard.”
“The possibilities to “work from anywhere, anytime”

Everyone agreed that  things had gotten worse with time and technological evolution, that today we did not just have higher 
expectations on ourself (both internal and external) but we also have the possibility to see how everyone else i living their lives 
on social media where everyone is showing only their most fantastic moments.

10. What do you believe is the best way to prevent occupational burnout ?

Rest, physical activity, meditation was found in many answers.  Many said to Talk about it, discuss it, talk to people around you 
and to overlook the total life situation, not just work related. Another important point was to have fun and to make time for rest 
and recreation.

“Discuss it. Emphasize situations that create negative stress (work, working, colleagues) Question the norms. Plan. Make sure 
to create time for recovery.” “Finding balance. Realizing that the job is not your whole life. That it is okay to work less to get 
down ones stress levels.” “To be able to completely disconnect from work after the working day is over, without feeling 
guilty.
For an entire workplace to create a supportive environment where negative encourage is not used”
“Know your limits. Know your absolute priorities (happiness & family or career & money).
Breaks and taking things not too seriously and seeing it in a healthy relation to other things while still doing great 
work. E.g. asking if what you are fighting for is really that important or if there are more important things out there in 
your life like friends and family and things you like?”
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11.Answer the questions which applies to your life. Why do you think you have suf-
fered from occupational     burnout?   /  How come that  you have not suffered from 
occupational burnout ?

Out of the 90 respondents, 37 have experience chronic fatigue syndrome or occupational burnout as it earlier has been called. 
8 respondents say they believe they have been/is very close to burning out because of stress. The reasons for why they think 
they suffered burnout is as many as the answers. Ranging from High expectations, inability to see/feel where ones limits are 
and when to rest, high workloads, to many working hours, being passionate about ones job to being far from family and friends, 
childhood, family,  low self esteem, low self worth, and fear of “failing”. The respondents that had not experienced burn out 
said that they valued sleeping and being active, listens to ones body, don’t feel without power or influence over their 
situation, some said they could let go of work when they came home, took a lot of breaks and when some of them got 
stressed they turned their tempo down.

12. Lets say you could get feedback on your stress levels, would this be good or 
bad?

69 said that it would be a good thing giving reasons such as “better insight and understanding for oneself, what is 
stressing them and when” some empathized the importance of this feedback being constructive and suggesting what 
to do about the high stress levels.6 said that it would be a bad idea, they feared it would make the stress worse, or 
simply could not see how it could be useful to get this feedback.10 said they did not know or were not sure what they 
thought about it.

13. If you would like to have feedback on your stress, when would be a good time and how would you 
like to get this feedback ?

Regarding when to get this feedback i got as many different answers as there were respondents, midday, not morning 
or night, Sunday afternoon, first thing Monday mornings, right before sleeping or directly in the mornings, Mon-
days, Once a month, Fridays after work, Once a week, just as you are stressed, Friday 3 o clock, after you have been 
stressed, Before one gets stressed (though nut to crack but maybe if i get the hands on a psychic or an oracle) Some 
wanted the feedback on email, some on their phone, other on their smart watch. “It should be seamless and non-dis-
turbing. Maybe color change indication or icon on laptop” “ Fitness apps do a good job of telling you a certain level 
you are st and then giving advice or sending links to different websites for articles/techniques etc maybe something 
like that “Anytime is good, as long as it is via email.” “Probably something on line based where you can evaluate your-
self and read about the consequences of your stress level” 7 respondents wanted to meat with a professional physical 
person and talk to them,  like therapy. Some gave interesting ideas : 
“You could have a graphic bar in each workplace who manually raise and lower so everyone sees everyone’s stress lev-
els. Feedback can be obtained digitally or on call at fixed points during the project. That may be good to get feedback 
while in the worst stage (prior to the submission or when stuck) but also after submission / presentation when you 
have a little more distance to it and it can reflect how I’d worked, and thought differently.“
Others empathized the importance of education and communication:
“Some people confuse oppression with depression there’s a big difference,EDUCATION IS NEEDED. Stress can 
be minimized by reasonable people having reasonable conversations. Communication is key to minimizing stress.”

14. What do you do to relax ?

The answer on this question was very similar for all respondents, 
Watching TV, laying in the couch, reading, listening to music, exercising, playing guitar, yoga, pod cast, walks, mov-
ies / cartoons, nature, outdoor activities, showers, meet friends / family, breathing exercise, meditation and taking a 
bath. Quite many also said eating candy, drinking beer and smoking cigarettes or weed.

CONCLUSIONS

There were as many different answers as there were respondents to the question, “When would you like to get this feedback 
and how ? My conclusion is that the product/service giving feedback needs to be fully customizable to accommodate everyones 
needs regarding when to get this feedback, how to get it and through which medium.

Communicating, talking and discussing stress is something mentioned throughout different questions. Some even said Stress is 
a taboo because we want to live up to be a “Strong individual” and stress is stigmatized as a sign of weakness. My conclusion is 
that we need to somehow make stress visible or open up a channel or platform where we can more easily talk about our stress and 
adjust the working place to how employers and colleagues are doing.  

Stress is a very sensitive state to get feedback on. Getting this feedback in the proper way and in a non-alarming and constructive 
way is of the highest importance. I take this on as the biggest challenge of this project, how to create a interaction which is as 
soft, caring and customizable that it will not worsen the stress but play a constructive role of being less stressed.

Why are people stressed? A mix of society, feeling of not being in control,  information overload, but are we not doing a lot of 
that toward our selfs ? DO we have to scroll through social media apps many hours every day ?  A conclusion is that we need help 
in handling our on line presence so we don’t suffer from information overload.  Many said they had unrealistic demands on them 
selfs, expectations both internal and external, how can we create priorities ? Planning.
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The Interviews

I conducted 4 user interviews, two of the user had previously suffered from  stress problems and fatigue symptoms.
Many of the questions i asked were similar to the questionnaire, however in the interviews i also had new topics that i 
observed as frequently mentioned topics in the result of the questionnaire. Planning and procrastination, information 
noise, communication in the workplace and communication in general and cultural factors and ideals in our society.

I did not receive any new or different kind of opinions that had not already been somewhat touched upon by the re-
spondents in the questionnaire. Many things were repeated, like the need of clear directions in the workspace , stress 
management via exercise, sufficient amount of sleep and  over all good habits. Once again, yoga and meditation were 
brought up as management some had good experience from.

Expert Feedback

This interview as conducted with Professor Anders Tengström, Associate Professor of Psychology and Stress re-
searcher at Karolinska Institutet. In this expert interview i had a few questions and topics we talked about. 

1. Prevention of chronic fatigue syndrome from a individual point of view. 
Realizing what really is important in ones life and making decisions and priorities along with those values. Reducing 
unnecessary “noise” of information, activities etc, to create a calmer life, To make active choices and deal with the 
consequences of them. Thereby making realistic choices and decisions. Awareness and realizing that even though you 
want to do 100 things you can only do one thing at a time.

2.Lets say, that one could receive feedback ones stress levels, would this be good or bad ? 
Yes, it would be good because it would provide the user with insight in their own behavior and situation, insight that 
easily is  lost when under stress, This insight is vital for managing stress levels and not burning out, However, it might 
not be good in the very short term perspective but rather in the long term perspective. 

3.When making changes or trying to manage stress, What is important in the short term ?
On the instant, urgent and short term level, getting rest and  finding some way of charging ones batteries is the most 
important thing. Weather it is sleeping, working out or simply finding a new mental attitude to reduce the stress or 
at least get more time to recover and rest. If nothing works, One needs to eliminate the cause for awhile, take a break 
from what is causing the stress. Anders emphasized that small moments of positive input really can make a big differ-
ence in stress recovery.

4. And how about when helping one self in the long term ? 
In the long term we get back to question nr one. Taking the though decisions. What is important in my life ? How 
does my priorities look ?  To actively make choices and choose what to do and what to not do, Understanding that one 
can not do everything.

5.Is it equally relevant to receive feedback on what moment one seem to be the calmest/most joyful ?
Anders thought this would  be a good thing, to learn how to take care of ourself we need to really understand what we 
feel good and peaceful or joyful from. Anything to improve self reflection and self insight. 

Conclusions

The interview with Anders gave me clear confirmation that it IS a good thing to get feedback on stress levels, even 
though it might be hard in that very moment, Anders meant that it was completely  necessary to have this insight in 
order to be able to change the behavior, and these insight would over time be even more valuable.  

Anders empathized that humans have to make though choices in life in order to reduce stress. Anders said that there 
are no other option than deciding what is important for us and make a priority list, and then act after that priority list.
This might mean that many have to stop doing something because they don’t have the time. It was a refreshing answer 
after reading the questionnaire respondents confusion about what was stressing them, they simply had to little time 
and to much to do. 
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Persona’s

The triggers for why  people are stressed are many, i tried creating persona’s based on the most common reasons.
Each and one of the persona’s reflect different ways of prioritizing, The Careerist put Work at 1st place, The “i want 
it all” tries to squeeze everything in on the first place. The Parent Put everyone in the Family on first place and them-
selves on second  place in all situations. The empath puts everyone else but themselves in first place. The perfectionist 
puts their aim for perfection and reaching their ideal vision of reality at first place. The bored one ( Under stimulated) 
is a bit different however, being under stimulated can be very stressful and actually cause Chronic fatigue syndrome 
and maybe the bored one have many different reasons for why they stay in this situation, maybe they are trying to be 
loyal to employer, maybe they are afraid of changes. Mainly they are putting whatever drives them to boredom above  
how it makes them feel. 

User experience flow chart

When creating the User experience flowchart  i reconnect to the second questions i asked in the Questionnaire:
How do you react/feel when you are stressed ?

During stress most people seemed to have a very similar experience. Mentally feeling angry, irritated, easily explosive, 
full of anxiety, worried, depressed, hard to think, feeling of having 1000 thought spinning at the same time in their 
head. Forgetting things, feeling confused, unstructured, bad focus, loss of short term memory, and most commonly 
a feelings of inadequacy, of not being enough. Physical symptoms were all very similar as well, high pulse, tension in 
muscles, pressure over chest, raising heartbeat  general stomach ache and problems with digestive system. The most 
repeated answer on what stress did to them was insomnia. Having difficulties falling asleep or staying asleep. Got 
several stories or waking up sweating in the middle of the night, stressed out for the coming day or week and being 
unable to go back to sleep.Though people have very different triggers for stress the resulting experience is very simi-
lar for all people.
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Worshop / Brainstorming

In the workshop, i asked the participants to  visualize how to wear bio sensor. Ideas spread from Hats, hair clips to 
biodegradable chips and skin creams. But the important findings in the workshop was rather on how the data would 
be used and presented to the user. I said the i wanted Layers of data towards the user, so there could be “softer”  lay-
ers,  the softer layer would  lead one into the “hard truth” being the exact data visualizing stress levels.  An expression 
we used quickly was “Like an Onion”.

We talked about how the sensor itself could give soft input,  like when you are feeling  stressed it could be placed 
close to or inside the ear and play a song reminding you of fun or calm times or if technology permitted it could give a 
sent which would  take you back to a calming moment in a subtle way. Perhaps there could be a plaster or patch some-
where else on the body which could give a subtle vibration or heat/cold indication of high stress levels. 

Another important finding was that the group or other people must be able to be involved as well, as stress can isolate 
us and make us feel lonely. So connecting devices with each other or accessing a network/community in the platform 
with other users  or geographically seeing other users around are differentiate ideas of this connectivity. 

Problem findings

First of all there are the obvious physical and mental effects chronic stress creates, which i explained further in the 
introduction of this report. One problem is that once people are in the stress-zone, they don’t have time or capacity 
to reflect over their situation. They get a tunnel vision limiting them from seeing the big picture and reflect over what 
they are doing. Most of us don’t know our stress and relaxation triggers, we have these ideas about Vacation and 
weekend being our time to relax and perhaps deadline work or speaking in public being the most stressful situations, 
however it might just be the opposite.  Another problem is that even if people do notice they are in a destructive stress 
pattern, they don’t have the knowledge of what to do about it. They don’t know themselves well enough, thereby many 
don’t actually know What is their main stress trigger or what really is the cause for their stress. The overall experience 
is a overwhelming feeling where even the smallest details seem huge and unmanageable. On top of this, most of us 
lack a good communication channel for stress where one can reflect and discuss stress constructively. Both in our 
personal and our work life. 

Summary of needs

Customization
Almost everyone connected to my research said “YES getting feedback on my stress would be good”
but on the second question “When and how?” Almost everyone had their own very specific moment when getting 
feedback  on stress levels would be good for them. Thereby this product/service must be fully customizable, perhaps 
including some packaged feedback systems. Have some different default settings but if the user want they must be 
able to customize exactly how and when to get this feedback. Why ? Because i believe it is of highest importance that 
we choose when to get this feedback so we can make the most constructive approach to it. If it makes us more stressed 
we have obviously failed. So it must allow personal preferences but this should be compromised with scientific recom-
mendation.

Constructive and positive feedback
A help for insight and overview is needed in order for action. 
Guldens in what actions to take, in what order and getting feedback on improvement. 

Getting to know both stress and relaxation patterns are equally important.
Thereby you get to know your triggers both for stress and joy/relaxation. One should also be able to “record” good 
or bad triggers once spotted by themselves in order to raise awareness. This could result in a Experience library of 
both good and bad triggers, events and experiences, this allows for reflection over time.

Life Priorities
For the long term improvement of chronic stress the expert i am in contact with emphasized the importance of make 
Priorities and make decisions of what is important. 

Context
The place that makes us sick or the people affected by our stressed are not involved in our stress management and 
success rate dramatically goes up if context is connected. 
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Key problems

TUNNEL VISION NO CONSTRUCTIVE 
TALKS ABOUT STRESS

CANT PRIORITSE

KEY PROBLEMS
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Key needs

INVOLVING CONTEXT/ 
NETWORK /OTHERS

CUSTOMIZATION CONSTRUCTIVE & POSITIVE 
GUIDANCE IN WHAT AC-

TIONS TO TAKE.

INSIGHT IN STRESS AND 
RELAXATION PATTERNS

COMMUNICATION 
CHANNEL FOR REFLEC-

TION & DISCUSSION

KEY NEEDS
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Prevention and stress management

There are many ways to reverse what cortisol does to your brain and the most powerful ones being exercise and med-
itation. Both of these activities decrease your stress and increase the size of your Hippocampus and thereby improve 
ones  memory. 
Studies have also found that healthy eating and social support is of highest importance for coping with stressful event 
or situations successfully. This is something that Psychiatrist Anders Tengström also empathized. In the short run, 
people under stress need to get insight to the fact that they are under stress and then immediately get some rest. In the 
long run however, people need to make priorities in their life and live according to them. We need to understand that 
maybe we cant do everything that we want.

Anders could not emphasize other peoples role enough, Friend and family but maybe more importantly, networks 
were people are struggling with similar problems or challenges. He compared to AA ( Anonymous Alcoholics) and 
said that sure, this is not for everyone, but the people that like it and keep going to the meetings and connecting to 
others there have a very high success rate in staying sober. Another example he had was a forum for people with gam-
bling addiction that had a very high success rate as well, this shows that speaking to someone else in a similar situation 
or with similar history is many times more valuable than speaking to a professional psychiatrist. 

From a work place perspective, how much influence employees experience themselves having over their situation and 
how clear directions they get have huge impact on stress levels.  Then there is physical stressors as well, like office 
layout, amount of windows, noise and furniture layout for example. 
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Technologies

Using some sort of biofeedback seems essential to track stress levels and give the user insight.  I started with research-
ing different kinds of Bio sensors. How can we track emotional states in humans ? There are some examples existing 
on the market today, like The Pip, a stress management tool using Electro dermal activity, a technology tracking the 
subtle changes in the skin’s ability to conduct an electrical current. 
Further reading on this technology i find that there is no difference in the signals when you are exited or stressed out. 
These emotional states give the same effect. Thereby the technology would have to understand the context to tell the 
difference. The same difficultly is found in HRV technology ( Heart rate variability)  which is measuring the intervals 
between heart beats. A non stressed person usually differ with 20-30 beats per minute but a stressed person will only 
differ with 2-3 beats. SO emotional states changes the variability of our heart rates. However. same difficulty here, the 
heartbeat will react the same if you are exited over a football game or is you are stressing out. 

There are very ambitious research going on to create a Cortisol sensor, which would measure the level of Cortisol 
though sweat. Cortisol however fluctuate a lot throughout the day with high levels in the morning and low in the eve-
ning.  This makes it a difficult substance to base any assumptions of excessive stress from. 

This made me look deep into the technology shortened EEG  (Electroencephalography )s an electro physiological 
monitoring method to record electrical activity of the brain. It is typically noninvasive, with the electrodes placed 
along the scalp, although invasive electrodes are sometimes used in specific applications. EEG measures voltage 
fluctuations resulting from ionic current within the neurons of the brain. This lead me to investigate Non-invasive 
Brain computer interfaces using EEG. A brain–computer interface (BCI), sometimes called a mind-machine interface 
(MMI), direct neural interface (DNI), or brain–machine interface (BMI), is a direct communication pathway between 
an enhanced or wired brain and an external device.There are today several examples of consumer products using 
this technology,  and initiatives like http://www.openbci.com offering  open source BCI kits through a successful 
Kickstarter campaign, are speeding up the development and application possibility of this technology. The consumer 
products are either presented as a tool for Mediation like The Muse,  for a overall better brain fitness like Emotives 
headset called Insight or like Emotives other more complex headset called EPOC designed for practical contextual-
ized research applications

There are up and down sides of each technology and   perhaps a combination of two or more different types would be 
the best.  However what exist on the market today is already part of the past and i am about to Design something for 
usage in year 2020-2030. One conclusion so far is that the user will need to wear this product at least partially.
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What technology ?

After comparing different technologies i realized that EEG or BCI technology measuring electromagnetic rays from 
our heads were interesting but not the best option. It was not flexible with positioning, it is quite to very visible and it 
did not have a remarkable high data reliability. At the other hand measuring Heart rate variability and Electro dermal 
activity is something we already do to measure stress and other types of emotional states. As my concept is 9 years 
from now, the problems with analyzing the data more precise and being able to tell arousal from stress should be done 
by letting the system read and understand the context of ones life. The positioning is very flexible with these technolo-
gies, they already have a quite good reliability and they are fully realistic to use for measuring stress. 

The future of wearables

I do not own any wearable and i do not plan on getting any wearable any time soon. I think they are to visible, to big 
and to “style-disturbing”. If i would wear sensors i want them to be thin, comfortable and virtually weightless. There-
by i have look into the latest trends and research related to wearables.

MC10 recently teamed up with John A. Rogers, a professor of materials science and engineering at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, who has been working for nearly a decade to perfect flexible devices that can be worn 
on the skin or implanted internally. “We’ll eventually see a more intimate integration of electronics and biological 
systems,” Mr. Rogers have said. “Without that kind of intimate physical contact, it’s going to be difficult, or maybe 
even impossible, to extract meaningful data.”

On a more futuristic front, scientists at the University of Tokyo have been working on an “e-skin,” an electronic skin 
that sits on top of real skin. It looks like a flexible and stretchable sheet of plastic wrap, yet contains lots of health-re-
lated sensors. In another iteration of e-skin, scientists are working to add a layer of LEDs, turning it into a functional 
screen that sits on the body. Digital skins offer numerous applications, not only in monitoring a user’s health, but also 
as a visual user interface. They can be used on lifelike prosthetics and even replace smart phones one day. (Imagine 
your forearm as a touch-screen display.)

John Rogers, a professor of engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, was the lead author on a 
recent study published in the journal Advanced Materials. This study tested biodegradable printed circuit boards, a 
very efficient type of sensor with a large surface area. In the study, Rogers and his team showed they had effectively 
created a sensor that both does its job and is fully dis-solvable. The photo below is showing one of these sensors.
When looking at the latest research findings and what they are trying to do, i believe wearables will be incorporated 
much more close to our biological systems and should not feel separate from the body but very much part of it. It will 
not be a jewelry or a watch, it will be a extra patch of skin. 
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UI

Concepts 

Involving the context

How could the context and env-
iornment be involved in measur-
ing stresslevels. Could Spaces 
be used to make stress visible in 
a constructive way ?

Soft feedback

Investigating diffrente layers of 
interaction and feedback from a 
biosensor.  Could there be a 
layer of soft feedback within or 
closely connected to the bio 
sensor but not within the User 
interface. Sent, tactile, sound etc. 

Physical layer of feedback

A interactive object/assistant 
seperate from the sensor serving 
with subtle feedback on 
stresslevels and input.

1 2 3 

UI UI
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Concept evaluation

I successfully reconnected with 10 people from the research  and Anders Tengström (Psychiatrist and stress research-
er) for feedback and thoughts on my concepts. So in total i reconnected 11 people from the entire research to be part 
of the concept part.
Psychiatrist Anders Tengström mainly empathized two things, firstly, “Always involve context, environment or the 
collective if possible, it will enhance the chances of someone improving their health” However he added, “ Forcing 
something onto a individual never works, so the option of not including context or when to connect with context 
should be there “

“If my wife and kids nagged me to stop smoking, maybe i would,
 but if i was the only one on earth, what motivation 

would i have to stop smoking ?“

Psychiatrist, Anders Tengström empathizing the importance of other peoples involvement to improve health.
Secondly, he said that i should take in account that humans accept new technologies and information systems much 
faster than they believe when asked before they have seen it.  He told me not to be afraid to present robust data to the 
user however it had to be formulated in a positive way. 
I split the 10 users into two groups to see if there were any difference, 5 was about 30 years old and 5 was about 40 
years old. Of the 30 years old group, 3 believed in the first concept, Involving the context.  One could not make up 
hens mind and ended up choosing both concept 1 and 2 because hen thought it would be good to have the opportuni-
ty to  exclude the context as well. One liked the second concept more.
In the group of 40 years old, 4 liked the first concept the most and one liked the second concept. 
My conclusion was to obviously choose to develop the first concept. 

Reconnecting with users and expert

WINNER

Pshycologist

Age 30 ish

Age 40 ish

Concept 2 Concept 3

Involving the context Soft feedback Physical layer of feedback
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Workplace & stress management forecast for 2025

In 2025  work and safety law enforcement and economic loss have forced employers to take 
a much greater responsibility for the mental working environment.

The sensor Ro is specifically developed for stress management. If used at the workplace, employees receive a slightly 
higher salary.  A meta data collector is placed in different working spaces, collecting meta data from all bio sensors. 
This gives the employer indications on what department has problems with stress in their working environment and 
opens up for communication and improvement. 

Final ConceptFinal Concept

Meta data collector for the Employer

A meta data collector  placed in different working 
spaces, collecting data from all biosensors reviles not 
the individuals stress state but the accumulated stress 
level all together. This can make patterns of stress in 
different departments or under certain leadership visi-
ble.  Thereby a communication could be started about 
working environment.

Metadata Exposure

Companies stress data will be exposed to the public. 
Company may limit this as they wish. 

Stress management sensor sticker

A sensor patch for the employed, worn directly on the 
skin in a visible or non visible place is accompanied 
with a feedback system and stress management plat-
form.

UI

1

Integrity and stress data collection

When offered the stress management sensor by the working place, you have the option to say no.
If you choose to wear the sensor, you can enable or disable the meta data collection at any time.
The data regarding your personal stress and relaxation patterns are only visible to you or anyone whom you choose 
to share it with. Meta data collector will merge all data together to one indication. It wont collect any data if there are 
under 3 people in a room.
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Company may limit this as they wish. 

Stress management sensor sticker

A sensor patch for the employed, worn directly on the 
skin in a visible or non visible place is accompanied 
with a feedback system and stress management plat-
form.
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A meta data collector  placed in different working 
spaces, collecting data from all biosensors reviles not 
the individuals stress state but the accumulated stress 
level all together. This can make patterns of stress in 
different departments or under certain leadership visi-
ble.  Thereby a communication could be started about 
working environment.

Metadata Exposure

Companies stress data will be exposed to the public. 
Company may limit this as they wish. 

Stress management sensor sticker

A sensor patch for the employed, worn directly on the 
skin in a visible or non visible place is accompanied 
with a feedback system and stress management plat-
form.

UI

2

3
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GOAL OF THESIS CONCEPT

Empowering individuals 
to manage stress

Empowering corporations
to manage stress 

Empowering culture to value and 
demand stress management

Quantifyaing and visulasing stresslevels within the 
corporations  gives an insight  hard to otherwise 
obtain, this opens up for communications and re-
flection and discussion for improveing the working 
envioronment. 
Stress management will become a curency on the 
working market, it will make a workplace seem pro-
fessional and attractiv. 

Getting insight and overview in  ones stress and 
relaxation triggers and patterns combined with con-
structive recommendations on actions, both in-
creases self knowledge and empowers individuals 
in their stress management. 

When anyone can se stress levels within any com-
pany. This will put an external pressure on compa-
nies to want to “Look good ” in this aspect. Stress 
management will then be a currency in which you 
try to preform well as a company so jag can be an 
attractive workplace. 
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Meta data collector.

A provocative concept ?
Already i have been told from two tutors it is a provocative concept, this made me reflect over why they find it provoc-
ative. My conclusion is that this concept at first glance seems to be serving the Individual and our culture over the 
corporates interest. I believe this is a misunderstanding, this is not a concept which would disadvantage corporations.
Managing stress levels at a company or institution would save a lot of money as well as improving the image of the cor-
porations or institution. In 10-15 years this will be what makes a corporations/institution seem professional or not. 
What makes an employer attractive to work for or not.  Another reason we might find a concept like this provocative is 
regarding personal integrity. I am reflecting over integrity questions in my reflection on page.

Aesthetics of meta data collector 

The meta data collector will be placed on the wall or in the roof of office spaces/classrooms/other types of rooms 
depending on corporation/institution. I want it to be a neutral and natural part of the room itself. Almost like a light 
button or a fire alarm but with a little bit more personality. I have been inspired from architecture, and minimalism 
both from Scandinavia and Japan. 

Meta data collector.

Firstly i sketched very simple ideas on look and feel, thereafter i went into foam to try out 6 of these shapes quickly 
in real 3d. When i did this i really liked one of them more than the others, it was inspired from the yingyang sign and 
as i wanted a form that reflected balance, i thought this might be  a good form. I went into caid to start trying out the 
details, like size of radiuses, dimensions and color. 

When i was happy with the result in caid, i used to Roland Mill to mill the form in red Pu foam.  Then i sanded it, 
painted it, and used the lasercutter to make some acrylic details and branding.

Formboard metadatacollector

ARCHITECTURAL MINIMALDISCRETE
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Aesthetics of sensor

The sensor will be a very small silicon sticker which the user mount onto their skin any where on their upper part of 
their body (arms, neck, head, chest, back) I want to make a couple of different  looks on the sensor as i would imagine 
they easily could have. Some want it to show and be more of a jewelry and others would like it a neutral as possible. 

1. Showing the “electronics, entirely transparent.
2. White
3. Black

The sensor will be measuring Electrodermal activity and heart rate variability from the skin, this data is connected to 
the users calender and on line activities to create a more accurate picture of the users life situation.  
Other components in the sensor include: a low energy blue-tooth, used for transferring data between sensor and 
phone and sensor and meta data collector, a data holder for when transfer is not possible and a low energy battery. 

Formboard sensor

DISCREET MINIMALJEWELRY 

Sensor form process

First off, i had an idea of a square shaped  sensor, as the square has become the core element throughout all design 
element in this project. I started sketching on some details and deciding on dimensions. i came down to the dimen-
sions 30x30x3 mm.  In reality the sensor would probably be thinner but in order for me to be able to make a model i 
want to make it a bit thicker.  

Then i went into Cad and tried out the shapes and dimensions and looks. Quickly i realized that the square shape was 
beautiful but very unpractical. If something is to be attached to the skin it should not have any sharp corner which 
would very easily get stuck in clothes and come of the skin becoming a very irritating part. So i went into trying out a 
rounded base and still keeping the square element at top of the sensor. I made 4 diffrente models, with slight different 
dimensions both in diameter and thickness but also with slight differences on chamfers and base shape.
Then i milled a mold in was to make some silicon sensor tests. When this had been done i discussed with about 10 
different people which one they liked the most and why. They all got to touch and place the sensor prototypes on their 
skin and imagine wearing it. Everyone agreed that 30mm was a good diameter radius and 8/10 said specifically that 
they like the one with a rounded square based, opposed to the other ones which has a entirely circular base form. I 
agreed and also like the more rounded square base more. 

I continued to make a  final mold in Cad, and milled this one in clear acrylic as the blue wax had colored the silicone 
slightly blue. When i had the mold i colhored silicone and made black and white sensors, and after that it was time to 
make clear ones containing symbolic electronics. In order for me to find the accurate look of the electronics to put 
inside the sensor, i opened up a broken mac book, a phone, a camera and some other unknown electronics to look for 
details. Thereafter i cut these small electronics into pieces and glued togheter small “kits” to mold into the silicone. 
To make these sensor i firstly poured the silicone in the mold and then with a tweezer took the electronic part and 
carefully but it inside making sure it would stay in the middle of it and not breaking the surface anywhere. It worked 
well.  
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BIO SENSOR STICKERS AND SKIN 

The most used “sticker” product used for extended periods of time are the contraceptive patch 
which releases hormones, these patches stay on the skin for 7 days at a time, i believe we probably 
could  make a breathable patch that could stay on for longer, if that would be asked for by the user. 
How long would someone want to use the same sticker though ? Exercise, climate and other habits 
or environmental aspects may affect how long we would due to personal hygiene preferences want to 
change the sticker. Perhaps the sticker part could come in different versions, like lenses. 
- One day - One week - One month etc. An essential of the sticker would be that it does not cover 
the entire sensor and leaves  the middle of the sensor open so it can have close contact with the skin, 
necessary for its data collection. As seen on the image to the right. 

This part of the product is something i have chosen to not put much focus on, we know there are skin 
stickers since long that can stay on for at least 1 week at a time, there are some people in the world 
that may get allergic reactions from anything attached to the skin, and thereby the sticker would be 
made from hypoallergenic material which can breath. 

The sensor which i have designed is the part that user buys or gets from the employer and keeps and 
thereby the part i have chosen to focus mostly on. 
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SLUTBILD SENSOR
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Moodboard User Interface

MINIMAL & CLEAR SOFT CURVES IN DATA VISUALIZATION LAYERS OF OUTPUT
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TOP FEATURES IN USER INTERFACE / SYSTEM

First time activation / Getting to know period
 To set the normal vs stress vs relaxation the sensor and system would need a period to get to know the user.

Stress and relax data visualization containing pattern recognition.
Data must be visualized AND analyzed for the user. Analyzing the data by looking for patterns in triggers for stress or 
patterns of relaxation.

Recommending actions and breaks.
When stress data is peaking dramatically or has had a high level over time system should respond with positive pro-
posals to take a break and what to do. 

Connectivity with others.
During talks with Anders, he told  me many examples of where he had seen communities, platforms or even just a 
single forum had helped so many people. First example was AA ( Anonymous Alcoholics) which he empathized is not 
for everyone, but for the ones that stay and keeps going there, it has a very high “sucess rate”, actually much better 
that any other therapy. There they got to speak to other people who where or had been in the exact same situation, 
they were not professionals, just humans giving each other support, like fellow creatures. A second example was a 
Online forum created for people with gambling addictions, this forum was run entirely by the users, where “experi-
enced addicts” who had gotten out of it started acting as admins. There were a group of psychologist and technicians 
working with the forums but they simply had to watch, develop it and make it work technically. The community took 
care of itself. 

A experience library to build up with good memories and stress free moments.
 Something to  make the user reflect over good times, what makes them happy and stress free.

Phone/internet usage statistics (Optional)
In my research so many respondents talked about how the increased amount of information reaching us via socila 
media and other Online/phone activities was one of their greatest stressors. Being able to know how much time one 
spends surfing or on the phone can be a start of reflection on if thats is what they want or not. 

Metadata activation/deavtivation. 
To protect personal integrity person can choose to share their data to the metadata collector ( Their company) or if 
they dont. 

Viewing corporate metadata
As th emetadata exposure would be public, part of the interface is a direct link to serachning for any companys stress 
data. 

Channel with education/information.
A channel in the interface which easily gave access to education about stress and stress management, new research in 
the field and other more inspirational stories. 

Ranking of life priorities and reconnection to these priorities. 
As Anders Tengström ( Psychiatrist) empathized , firstly human under stress need to recharge their batteries, and 
rest.  Thats is the most urgent  act to take. When that has been done and the first insight in a negative stress behaviors 
has been established, the person needs to make priorities in their life. Both to start a a inner reflection over what is 
really important, but also to understand that one can not do everything all the time equally great but we need to make 
choices according to priorities to not get burnt out. 

Aesthetics of Interface.

I am using the square shape throughout this project aesthetically. It gives a holistic look and is the most used basic 
shape of any, it is stable, simple and clean.  

The interface have several different “departments” i have given each “department” a color and this color is reoccur-
ring within each part of the interface strongly.  I am using colors that are around in 2016 within any aesthetic field, 
from everything from fashion to websites. Some of the color i have tweaked so they will have a greater readability.

I am only using one font which is Avenir. I use two variations of it, Light and heavy. The font sizes by default will be 
20 for biggest size, 15 for most other and 10 only for very small details, where  other elements of the context help 
the user understand the function. In the right top corner a “options” symbol is placed. Here the user may change text 
size, contrast and color to other defaults, if for example, one is colorblind or has other sight impairments. 

Colors 

I am using 5 strong colors to divide interface into the different “departments is has”. In each top right corner there 
are three dots vertically placed, if clicked on user may choose to adjust contrast and font size as well as adjust interface 
for color blindness or other sight impairments. 
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INTERFACE FEEDBACK

Going back and forth, making prototypes of the interface, sending it to people, having users give feedback and making user 
test made me have to change certain things. Firstly i had 8 different department in the starting page, they were all equally big 
and looked like they had equal importance, Not being true. The main feature of the system is the communication channel 
that the user can have with the system itself. Thereby i merged some departments which resulted in 5 departments instead of 
8, and more importantly this made i possible for me to create hierarchy with size and color, and thereby also guide and push 
the user to mainly use the most important feature. 

Another thought was, how much data should the user see, do we really need to sit down and analyze diagrams in 2025 , 
when we have such intelligent systems analyzing the data for us.  I was debating to not have any diagram or traditional “data 
exposure” at all. In the end, i came to a compromise, there is a graph, but it is very simplistic and it is mostly to view pattern 
recognition, which is something the system does for the user, so the user simply have to open the graph, and read what 
patterns that have been detected. 

Ro

Hello !

REC

Ro

STASTISTICS

EXPERIENCES

Ro

 DATA PRIVACY

SEARCH 
COMPANY

RoRo

TALK TO RO

CONNECT TO 
COMMUNITY

INTERFACE COMPANY

The meta data feedback for the corporations aims to use technology to quantify stress levels in the workplace and 
open up for real life conversations and communication.  Actions taken on high stress levels will be recommended to 
be done via face to face interactions, not via the data system. 

The interface is split into DEPARTMENT VIEW VS OFFICE VIEW.

Office view gives the user a physical overview over the offices and rooms. This is then connected to an evaluation of 
Physical stress ors in the workplace, such as , lightning, noise, ergonomics, open office plan, furniture layout and 
more. 

Department view shows each department as a circle, size of circle depending on how many employees is in each 
department. The department circles are colored in accordance with their stress level and one circle represent the 
average stress level for the entire company. 

To find out more about each department user simply clicks on the circle and a new window opens up. This is the 
Department specific window, giving the statistic overview over stress level history and a forecast based on history plus 
connection to company calender  including deadlines, budgets and meetings.
There is also “Recommended actions”
giving recommendations of what actions to take in that department whom most of them recommend real life conversa-
tion and space for communication.
Another feature is “Potential costs” makes a statistical estimation on the current stress levels and if they would remain 
the same, it tells the company how many employees who would be burnt out and what this would cost the company in 
social costs, recruitment cost and loss of Expertise.

After user feedback i changed how i visualized data for each department, firstly i had e very simple and admittedly to 
abstract data visualization, as most people really do recognize a graph i used a typical graph in the end. I also split up 
this section in two steps, So first you see the data and calculations of potential costs and then down in the right hand 
corner  user may click on “Take action” and is then guided to the next step, where recommended actions according to 
departments stress levels are found.
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PUBLIC INTERFACE

In order to empower society to demand and value stress management, i want to make it a option for 
companies to display their stress management data online for the public. The company decides how 
much data is being displayed.  Minimun average levels for entire company every year. 

However, if we were to collect stress data in both coporations and insitutions, over time this could be 
used to form statistics over, diffrente professions, in diffrente locations or diffrente educations and 
school. 

Lets say, someone is about to apply for university, maybe they want to look into the existing stress 
statistics for the exact profession they might want to study.  One crituiqe againt this could be “Noone 
will every study to be a nurse then!”, my answear is, the only way to improve the working environ-
ment for the nurses is to first of all expose and quantified how bad it is now. This being something a 
system like this could be used for. 

INTERFACE PROTOTYPES

These are links to my final interface prototypes.

Personal interface
http://adobe.ly/1oQtwsh

Corporate Interface
http://adobe.ly/1qnlgl0

Stress management statisticsRo

COMPANYPROFESSION EDUCATION LOCATION

Nurse Private sector Gothenburg

Boggiewoggie AB

Boggiewoggie

Stockholm

GO

HR
ENTIRE COMPANY

DESIGN

CSR

MARKETING

IT

SALES

HISTORY FORECAST

ECONOMY

2026

HIGHLOW 

Stress management statisticsRo

2026

HIGHLOW 

COMPANYPROFESSION EDUCATION LOCATION

Nurse Private sector Umeå clinic

Nurse public sector

Nurse Umeå

Umeå NUS

GO
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PROCESS & RESULT

I have followed my initial process plan quite on point. Most things i planned have turned out ok. However i have found 
myself realizing at certain points that if i were to do this again i would have done some things differently.

Firstly the Interviews i conducted with 4 people. 
After these interviews i realized i had made a couple mistakes, first of all, i interviewed these people at their workplace 
and because all my questions were to open, we ended up speaking about the workplace aspects such as leadership, 
planning and workload instead of what i actually wanted to talk about, self help in a unsustainable stress situation. 
If one is interviewed at their workplace about stress related problems this is a quite natural reflection for them to be 
doing, Especially if i am not limiting the subject down to, “What the individual can do to help them selfs?” etc. Now 
i have learned that  the context for an interview might heavily affect the answers or perspective brought up by the one 
being interviewed.

Another mistake i made in my process was that i had fallen in love with a specific technology already before the 
project started.  The brain machine interfaces technology interested my so much that i lost some of my openness in 
the beginning of the project. However, when i evaluated all possible technologies next to each other i luckily realized 
immediately, that BCI was not the most appropriate solution and i quickly started thinking in new ways to determine 
what might be the most appropriate solution. 

Something i believe i did right was keeping in mind was that an idea for a project TODAY that would actually be 
realized will take between 5-10 years until out on the market. When creating a concept involving for example a bio 
sensor, looking at wearables on the market today, is like reading a history book. I believe i had a good approach when 
i spent a lot of time reading where the front end of technology is today, what they do in the MIT labs and other re-
search environment. In my opinion these places hold more answers on how to design something for the future, than 
the market today. ( If the product is relaying on a specific technology)

When i formed my three concepts, i was a bit unsure how specific to make them, in the end i wanted to keep them a 
bit undefined so i could make more use of the feedback people would have on them and incorporate their thought 
when further developing the final concept.

Interpreting feedback on new ideas for scenarios 10 years from now is a challenge.  I had to take in account that we 
adapt very quickly to new technologies even if we think they seem useless or even scary at first. I had to filter peoples 
feelings and thought through the contemporary  state of technology and the existing culture and products we are part 
off. The questions of integrity was a concern. Which only shows how little most people know about how little integrity 
they have on line today.  I kept Henry Fords quote close at hand ““If I had asked people what they wanted, they would 
have said faster horses.” It was a sensitive balance to value everyones thoughts and feedback and also know when to 
not listen. Psychologist Anders Tengström really helped. being the expert his words weighted heavily and he was 
very determined that i should not worry about presenting robust data to the user or using bio sensors for monitoring. 
Himself being active in a research context said that bio sensor was a inevitable part of the future and he was positive 
that people would get used to them quickly.

RESULT & CONTEMPORARY TIME

The result reflects  a example of future applications of our ability to both measure but more importantly analyze this 
data in new ways. This will open up a whole new genre of products, Products that sense our emotions, and according 
to what already have been created in research settings, this is just around the corner for all consumers. 

Stress is one of the characteristics of our modern life today and thereby my result seems both natural and causal.
My result however is not dealing with the deepest underlying causes of excessive stress. These contributors being 
the social norms, stereotypes and expectations we have in our society today. In that sense my solution in more of a 
“add on” than an actual solution. However, one single solution packaged as  a product that would change our cultural 
norms and stereotypes, would be a though nut to crack and is a different project all together.

Some have found my result a provocative concepts, dragging parallels to Aldous Huxley 1962 book Island or the 
1932 book A brave new world, or George Orwell’s 1984 book. Some have talked about “big brother sees you” 
society. This is not a chocking reaction to me, however the same people happily use their smart phones and 
internet. This leads us in to one of the hottest topics of our digital age, individual integrity. So, when debating 
whether  a new kind of data collection is to privacy intriguing or not, we should first remind our selfs that, every 6 
minute our ISP ( Internet service providers)  checks who we are calling, our location, if we are online,  if we are send-
ing an email or receiving one and what websites we are and have been visiting. This happens 225 times every day and 
is called Data retention. This data must within the EU be stored for at least 6 months. Dpi ( Deep packet inspection) 
is another very privacy intriguing thing, DPI is a substantial analytical tool for electronic traffic. This is used for tar-
geted commercials or copyright enforcements. It not a person but a analytical tool, however it is reading along most 
of our emails. I do not see protesters on the streets because of DPI or ISP, i believe many don’t know this but even if 
they did, when we see the advantage a technology offers us we make compromises.  One could choose to not have any 
on line presence and not be under the same amount of surveillance but even being well informed on these surveillance 
issues many of us get used to it and accept this “compromise”.

I am not in any way defending an excessive surveillance and i believe protecting the individuals integrity in the digital 
world is of highest priority, At the same time people need to be informed and make informed choices. Saying a service 
is unhackable is lying. Thereby i could not say that this hypothetical product/service would be unhackable. However 
i suggest to at least build a “safe” environment and flexible architecture  that the individual can choose what to share 
with who within that system. Like this: When offered the stress management sensor by the working place, you have 
the option to say no. If you choose to wear the sensor, you can enable or disable the meta data collection at any time.
The data regarding your personal stress and relaxation patterns are only visible to you or anyone whom you choose 
to share it with. Meta data collector will merge all data together to one indication. It wont collect any data if there are 
under 3 people in a room. To keep in mind,no data collection is entirely immune to professional hackers or invaders.
Just like a Internet bank, our credit cards or definitely not our social media profiles are neither.

This project has been a source of many reflections on our society today. On the norms and stereotypes that people 
are trying to live up to or fit into to. Many people seem to have quite a good idea of what might be the cause of their 
stress, others still have a long way to go as they answer “ The day has too few hours”. Implying the solution being that 
we need earth to rotate slower so the day would hold more hours. We have to ask ourself, is the stress coming from 
outside or inside ? Is it realistic to both have  a family, a  career, work out on a regular basis and have spare time to 
socialize on. DO we believe it is realistic to do all those things ? In the end i believe the biggest source of our stress is 
our inability to prioritize. 
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RESULT & SUSTAINABILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Small biosensors the size and form of stickers will save a lot of material and thereby resources, the fact that technology 
exponentially get smaller and smaller certainly does have a good effect Environmentally as this demands less physical 
material. However, these products are sophisticated electronics and will still contain rare and expensive metals that 
we have to mine from sensitive parts of the world and that exists in a limited amount. So when we run out, the only 
place we can look for more would be space and mining asteroids, the question is if we will even have the resources 
at planet earth by then to build the equipment to go mine in space. Might sound like i get side tracked taking about 
mining in space, but for something to be sustainable it has to be renewable and most metals in electronics certainly 
are not. As a designer i experience this being very difficult to affect as it happens on a technical level away from both 
our view and beyond our comprehension.

A intelligent system like Ro, would become more and more valuable over time, so the longer someone has used it, 
the more statistics and data would the system have on the individual, being able to make conclusions about stress and 
relaxation patterns and make more and more accurate recommendations. In this aspect choosing sustainable and 
qualitative materials for sensor and electronics are important, someone might be using it for 2 month, another one for 
2 years. 

The meta data collector could easily be done from white recycled plastic as the form or usage don’t have any specific 
demands on durability, flexibility, aerodynamics, weight. It is more a shell to protect the electronics inside.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Using technology and products to improve a psychosocial sustainability will be a big part of our future. As most peo-
ple have a much easier time understanding what someone else feels than what themselves are feeling. If the so called 
“wearables” are ever to become mainstream might be when it measures emotions.  In the workplace to maintain a 
good psychosocial environment and value aspects that serve good mental health  will save a lot of money for the indi-
vidual, the corporations and society. It wont only save money though, it will reduce a lot of suffering for individuals, 
families, friends and coworkers being either a victim or a friend of a victim experiencing burnout.
Psychosocial sustainability is of same weight as having Physical sustainability, another word for that being good 
health. Not getting the nutrition we need and never moving our body simply is not sustainable, the same goes with 
always being stressed and never relaxing. 

My result encourages individuals to manage their psychosocial health from a stress perspective. It also encourages 
corporations to maintain a sustainable psychosocial working environment and it support people on a societal level to 
demand and value corporations doing this. 

RESULT & INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

As the field of Industrial design is becoming more than the three dimensional designing of physical objects into also 
designing services, digital products and interfaces, i feel like my result is sniffing on the border of what Industrial 
design is growing into. A world where physical form many times comes second to smart systems and services. 
If i would not have decided to make two Interfaces, one for the Individual and one for the Companies, i could have put 
a lot more time into perfecting every little technical detail with the Meta data collector and the sensor which i guess 
would have been considered to be more “industrial design” even though I as you might understand from the above 
text do not necessarily agree with that. If i would have had more time on the physical products, i would have further 
investigated exact materials and options for the sensor, i would have investigated what type of texture that would be 
closest to the skin, so that i could be flexible enough to move and breath and still stay on the skin. The entire sensor 
would obviously not have to be in close contact with the skin but just a part of it and the importance for ventilation 
would be vital. This is much more a technical material question than a form question. 

I need to reflect on my result more in relation to the field of Interaction design and affective computing than in rela-
tion to the field of Industrial design, at least in respect to how Industrial design is defined  now. 

My biggest challenge was how to give feedback on such a sensitive emotional state as stress. It could not be alarm-
ing, it had to be constructive and encouraging. Giving examples of actions and not worrying the user for their high 
stress-levels at that in itself would worsen the stress. What communication channel, chatting, talking, sound, tactile, 
smell, visual light would be the most appropriate and practical one. In on of my concept i had the focus on if the sen-
sor itself could provide information. In the end this did not become my final concept, but it surely would have been a 
interesting project to investigate that, i believe making the sensor itself communicate subtle things to the user would 
hold a lot of value but it was not my focus in the final concept and therefor i did not develop this part. 
I decided for a chat room between the user and the AI system called Ro. The user can contact Ro at anytime and Ro 
might contact user and suggest for taking a break and doing somethings that has proved to be relaxing in the past. 

What type of voice and personality do we want to give an intelligent system? This is a little bit like playing god.  In 
some occasions , as for a automated security check on an airport a formal and non humorous personality would be 
needed, in another situations for example as a personal trainer, maybe a bit more humorous and informal personal-
ity would be desired. In my result, i choose a quite informal but still neutral voice, it is not making jokes but it uses 
a informal and friendly language. This is because i want Ro to be a friend, a supporter, not an official, a doctor or a 
employer. 

This lead me to the next question, how intelligent could i estimate this system to   be 9 years from now. Taking in ac-
count that  all our technological developments happen exponentially and that systems like the Iphone Siri is old news 
by now. I have estimated this system to be great at recognizing patterns and data and being able to take many different 
factors into account, so not just interpreting the data from the sensor but also crossing this with more context based 
information like, users calender, phone and online activity and if workplace is connected it could merge data with 
company calender and project deadlines.

Then how was i to visualize my concept, being for 2025, what will be the personal interface in 10 years ? Will we still 
have phones, or project screens on our hands? On walls ? At any surface ?  In the end i decided to focus on the inter-
face layout as this no matter what would look very similar no matter if it is on a phone or projected on a wall, if i were 
to speculate on a new kind of interface, this would have taken to much time and it just is not the most important part 
of the project. 
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